Columbia College Chicago
Spring 2017
360 Experiential Campaigns
Live Activation
Client: Caffeinated Club
The 360 Experiential Campaigns course was tasked as a final project to produce a
client-based branded activation. Caffeinated Club was selected as the client and
the activation took place Monday, April 24th 2017.
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Research______________________________________________________________
Company Overview:
Caffeinated Club is a sparkling club soda containing no sugar, colors, artificial
sweeteners or calories. The calorie free caffeinated beverage currently comes in four
flavors: Lemon, Orange Grapefruit, Raspberry and Watermelon. Rocky Mosele,
Founder of Chicago based Rocky's Beverages LLC, discovered a want for a convenient
soft drink that contains caffeine without the strong taste, sugar, chemicals or calories.
Parent Company: Rocky’s Beverage LLC
Location: 1813 Elmdale Ave., Glenview IL 60026.
Products and Services Offered:
●
●
●
●

Flavor infused soda with a boost of caffeine - comparable to a can of soda
Zero calories and no artificial sweeteners
Four different flavors - watermelon, orange grapefruit, lemon, raspberry
Rocky’s Ginger Beer - popular for mixed beverages
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Research______________________________________________________________
SWOT Analysis:

STRENGTHS
● Variety of flavors
● Zero calories - health benefits
● Past marketing events
● Use of influencers
● In a variety of markets
● Social media presence
● Distinct website

WEAKNESSES
● Parts of website are unclear. Key
messages are not delivered as
effectively as they could be.
● Social media pages are unclear
and are not updated. (Ex.
Facebook says that Caffeinated
Club is a coffee shop with a
physical location, and postings are
rare across all platforms - monthly
and sometimes not even that.
● Brand ambassadors (Chicago
influencers) are not active within
the community. They are not
drawing the attention of the
targeted audience.
● No recent events
● The millennial niche has not been
a focus in advertising or events

OPPORTUNITIES
● Participation in more local events
● Connecting more with their
consumers and finding out more
about their values.
● Product could be found at more
outlets - easier to find = more
exposure = more brand awareness
= more purchases

THREATS
● Other large competitors are more
active within the community.
● Other brands have pop up shops
throughout the city.
● Competitor products, such as diet
sodas, are more widely available
for purchase. (Ex. Diet Coke is a
global product, Caffeinated Club is
central to select cities and select
outlets within those cities)
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Research______________________________________________________________
Competitors:
● Hi Ball – Sparkling Energy Water
● Avitae – Sparkling Caffeine Water
● La Croix – Sparkling Water
● Diet soda beverages: Diet Coke, Diet Pepsi, Diet Sundrop, Diet Mountain Dew,
Diet Sunkist, Diet Dr. Pepper
Brand

Sales

Price Per Unit

$15-20 Million in sales
2015

$3.49
(16 fl oz.)

N/A

$1.69
(16.9 fl oz.)

National Beverage Corp.
La Croix

$226 million in sales
2015

$1 for Single Can
(12 fl oz.)

Diet Coke

8.5% Market Share
(2015)

$1 for Single Can
(12 fl oz.)

Dr. Pepper

8.8% Market Share
(2015)

$1 for Single Can
(12 fl oz.)

Hi Ball

Avitae
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Research______________________________________________________________
Target Market Demographics/Psychographics:
Comparative Demographics - La Croix Soda:
● Age group 25-44
● Predominantly Male
● Predominantly White
● Those with a college degree
● Salary: $80k and up ( upper middle class)
● No kids

Psychographics:
● Health conscious
● Exercises on a daily/weekly basis
● Working/pursuing higher education
● Often in search of energy to make it through the day
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Research______________________________________________________________
Primary Market Research:
A survey was created and conducted to have a better understanding of our target’s
relationship with caffeine.
Survey Monkey Quantitative Survey:
● 150+ Participants
● Chicago-based
● 18-30 years of age
Anyone that did not fit this profile was weeded out of being able to continue.
Survey Highlights:
● Brand awareness is non-existent
● Majority drink one serving of caffeine per day
● Coffee is the leading caffeinated beverage of choice
● Brand loyalty for purchasing is scattered
● Majority of our target buy caffeine on the go (Dunkin' and Starbucks are
strongest)
● Impulsive purchase is popular
● Target market checks the label on new beverages before purchasing (Health
conscious, curious about the ingredients)
● Word of mouth persuades target audience to try new beverages along with free
giveaways or from family
(Survey Images - Pages 8-14)
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Research______________________________________________________________
Primary Research:
Taste Test:
Caffeinated Club bottles were donated to the Spring 2017 Black Girls Break Bread
event for market research. The Black Girls Break Bread Inc. is an “organization founded
in Chicago, Illinois with a mission to uplift empower and inspire Black women of all ages
through the creation of safe spaces in engagement and intellectual discourse.”
During the event Black Girls Break Bread, the potential consumers loved the product.
They thought the product design grabbed attention and reminded them of fruit products.
One disadvantage was the taste of the product. The consumers felt that the fruit taste
“disappeared within the first 3 seconds.” They also loved the fact that the product has
zero calories. They enjoyed that the product is an alternative choice for tea/coffee.
Total Attendance: 45 people
Test Test Quotes:
“I am comparing this drink
to the sparking Ice drink.
I'm not tasting a lot of
flavor, just the taste of
water.”

“I love the design with the “The taste of the fruit flavor
fruit concept. I will
only lasts for a couple
definitely buy this
seconds. If the fruit taste
product.”
lasted longer, I would be
more interest in the drink.”
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Objective______________________________________________________________
Goal: For the target audience to be introduced to Caffeinated Club for consideration as
a caffeine choice.
Objectives:
● To create brand awareness amongst millennials at Columbia College Chicago
○ Increase Caffeinated Club’s social media following by 2% (Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram)
● To create a sampling opportunity included in a live, branded activation on
campus for students
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Strategy______________________________________________________________
Strategy:
Our experiential campaign strategy to increase brand awareness and social media
impressions for Caffeinated Club is to host an interactive event at 623 S. Wabash Ave
in The Haus. The event will include product sampling, games and social media
engagement. Based upon our research of the brand at its current state and competitors
within the market, we believe that our experiential campaign is the best solution to
target millennials during a Monday at 1pm on Columbia College Chicago’s campus to
reach our campaign goals.
The event will have games and activities for students to enjoy and play while drinking
Caffeinated Club. For those who cannot or do not want to venture into the event, we will
be sampling and giving away free Caffeinated Club via social currency elements.
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Artwork_______________________________________________________________
This flyer was printed and distributed on campus prior to the event:
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Artwork_______________________________________________________________
The below images were used for social media platforms to promote the event:
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Operations & Activities__________________________________________________
General Timeline:
● Meet with client for company overview 3/13
● Secure event space 4/3
● Gather supplies and event props 4/10
● Establish staffing positions 4/10
● Mock event 4/18
● LIVE Caffeinated Club on campus event on location 4/25
● Work day 5/1
● Pitch 5/8

Run of Show:
● 12:00pm-1pm: Set up booths and get staff into proper working area. All materials
arrive on site.
● 1pm-3pm: Have staff working event, getting contact information and handing out
samples of Caffeinated Club
● 3pm-3:20pm: Break down & clean up, get area ready for next scheduled event
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Operations & Activities__________________________________________________
Event Materials:
● General:
○ 20 cases of Caffeinated Club
○ Sampling cups
○ Speakers
○ Projector
○ Towels - clean up
○ Balloons for sign (1 small bag)
○ Display/sign - “We’re Here”
● Games:
○ Red Solo Cups
○ Rings - ring toss
○ Caffeinated Club Bottles
○ Caffeinated Club Merch (prizes)
● Social Media Materials:
○ Back drop
○ Camera
○ Picture props (instagram frame, #hashtag foam core, etc.)
● Staffing Positions:
○ (2+) Handing out samples
○ (2+) Managing off site attraction/Guerilla Marketing Tactics
○ (3+) On-site social media posting (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)
○ (2+) On-site social media LIVE feeds (Facebook, Instagram)
○ (4+) Clean-up crew throughout
○ (Everyone) Post-event clean-up
○ (4) Game organization/set-up team
○ (4) Game instructors/administrators
○ (2) Event photographer/s
○ (1) Event videographer
○ (3-4) Photobooth security/administrators/prop distribution
○ (2) Product experts
○ (1) Product delivery/stocking
○ (2+) Staff asking/receiving feedback
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Promotions/Social Media Plan____________________________________________
Incentives:
● Free product and snacks
● An experience of fun and activities
Promotion:
● Flyers
● Word of mouth
● Social media
● Facebook event page promoting the event
● Teachers - announcement in teacher mailboxes
● Partnerships with other Columbia organizations
○ PRSSA
○ Ad Club
○ Columbia Chronicle Newspaper
Social Media Plan:
● Facebook Event Page
○ Consistent posting
○ Invites - utilize Columbia network
● Partnership with Student Organizations - Event Shares on Multiple Columbia
Platforms
● SnapChat Filter
○ Geofilter location - square created by the corners of State/Congress,
State/Balbo, Michigan/Balbo and Michigan/Congress
○ Geofilter run time:
April 20th, 2017

Start: 9:00 AM

End: 6:00 PM

April 24, 2017

Start: 8:00 AM

End: 3:00 PM
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Promotions/Social Media Plan____________________________________________
Social Media Posts:
Snapchat Images:
The following images are from a Snapchat filter that students can use before and during
the event. The filter was also used to get people in the area curious about the
Caffeinated Club event when they saw the available filter on Snapchat.
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Social Media Posts:
Facebook Before the Event:
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Social Media Posts:
Facebook Day of Event:
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Social Media Posts:
Facebook Day of Event:
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Social Media Posts:
Instagram Stories Day of Event:
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Promotions/Social Media Plan____________________________________________
Facebook Event Page:
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Measurement/Analytics__________________________________________________
Event Overview:
Overall, our experiential event was a success. Caffeinated Club pong ended up being
so popular that we had people waiting to play, so we closed the ring toss game (and
eventually the flip cup game as well), and replaced them with Caffeinated Club pong.
Our original plan was to play the slideshow of how to play each game on the big
projection screen, but once we eliminated two of the three games, we changed the
projection to the Twitter feed showcasing the brand hashtag, #GetCaffeinated. People
had a lot of fun taking photos at the photo booth with their friends, and the photo booth
saw the most traffic within the first 30 minutes.
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Measurement/Analytics__________________________________________________
Event Overview:
Caffeinated Club Pong: Six cups were set up in a triangle formation and filled with water
so that product wasn’t wasted. People then lined up on either end for either one on one
or two-person team playing. They then took turns trying to throw ping pong balls into the
cups on their opponent’s side of the table. If a ping pong ball got into a cup, that cup
was eliminated from the game. The team to get all of their opponent’s cups eliminated
won a Caffeinated Club button and bottle of Caffeinated Club.
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Measurement/Analytics__________________________________________________
Event Metrics:
● Total Attendance: 112 people (67% women, 33%)
○ 75 women
○ 37 men
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Event Quotes About Caffeinated Club:
“I’m going to get real coffee.”

“What is this?”

“It’s fun, I would drink with it.”

“Eh, I like sweeter stuff.”

“It tastes like tonic water. I can’t taste
the fruit.”

“Oh, that is good!”

“It’s like San Pellegrino with a kick.”

“This is perfect for people who like
sparkling water.”
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Digital Reach:
Facebook Event:
● 156 people invited on Facebook
● 26 RSVP as "attending"
● 15 replied as "interested”
Facebook Insights and Impressions of the Event Listing:
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Social Media Partners Metrics:
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Social Media Partners Metrics:
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Social Media Partners Metrics:
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Social Media Partners Metrics:
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Measurement/Analytics__________________________________________________
Social Media Currency:
Participants at the Caffeinated Club event had the choice to take a free sample of the
product or use social currency to get a bottle of their choice. This included posting to
Twitter using the hashtag, #GetCaffeinated, posting a story to Snapchat using the
Caffeinated Club geofilter or posting to Instagram and tagging @caffeinatedclub.
The following chart is the metrics of Snapchat:

Snapchat Metrics:
Overall, we noticed that most people decided to Snapchat using the geofilter.
This chart shows that 547 people saw that there was a geofilter on Snapchat, but out of
those 547 people, only 82 people used the filter. The views on this chart show the
number of times a Snapchatter watched a snap with the geofilter in the story or was
sent a snap with the geofilter.
Twitter Metrics Highlights:
● 10 people used the #GetCaffeinated during the event
● Ad Club posted about the event (415 followers)
○ Received 1 favorite and 1 retweet.
● Columbia Chi PRSSA account tweeted about the event (906 followers)
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Measurement/Analytics__________________________________________________
The following chart displays Twitter metrics:

Twitter was the second most used platform for digital reach and was used as social
currency. Ten people used the hashtag, #GetCaffeinated in order to receive a free
bottle of Caffeinated Club.
The following chart is the metrics of Columbia Chronicles’ posts on Facebook:

Columbia’s newspaper, The Chronicle, posted about our event through their Facebook
page. They were able to reach a total of 1,276 views.
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Measurement/Analytics__________________________________________________
The following chart displays Facebook metrics:

Facebook Event:
● 156 people invited on Facebook
● 26 RSVP as "attending"
● 15 replied as "interested”

The following chart is the metrics of PRSSA’s Facebook account:

This chart displays that our partner Columbia organization, PRSSA, was successful in
reaching 150+ people outside of Caffeinated Club’s general audience. These students
reached were within Caffeinated Club’s target audience, so this partnership did, in fact,
help to spread brand awareness.
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The following chart displays the metrics of Caffeinated Club’s Instagram
Account:

This chart displays the Caffeinated Club Instagram account metrics. This chart
measures the follower count after the event. It also measures the amount of likes
received from the post that was shared regarding the event. Before the event,
Caffeinated Club had 285 posts in total, followed 888 people and had 1,001 followers.
Due to our event and our digital outreach we were able to increase their Instagram
outreach to about 2%.
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Total Impressions:
OUTLET

REACH

Twitter

7,828

Facebook

1,400+

Instagram

600+

Snapchat

547

Flyer Promotion

800

Classroom Engagement

300

Survey Research

150+

Taste Test Research

45

Live Activation

112

TOTAL

11,800

Overall, we were able to gain approximately 11,800 new impressions during the live
activation. The increase in reach helped to provide brand awareness, specifically for for
the target market of millennials.
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Social Media Currency Examples:
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Event Summary:
Overall, the event was a success. We had more than 100 people in attendance
interacting with the product and posting on Caffeinated Club’s social media accounts to
build impressions and reach. The event provided brand awareness for the millennial
target audience, and, in the end, Caffeinated Club gained new customers and
strengthened their social media following. We would highly recommend doing a similar
experiential event in the future at a different time slot within the week to capture the
attention of an even larger audience.

Digital Reach:
Overall we achieved our objective of having a 2% increase with exceeding that goal with
a 2.3% increase through social media platforms of Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Social Media Platforms

Before Event #’s

After Event #’s

Facebook

6,587 Likes

6,665 Likes

Twitter

613 Tweets
317 Followers

617 Tweets
316 Followers

Instagram

285 Posts
1,001 Followers

286 Posts
1,003 Followers
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Budget_______________________________________________________________
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Logo/Wrapper Change:
While working on the brand, Caffeinated Club our team created a few
recommendations to help the brand identify more with millennials. We are a team of
millennials and we hope you find the following recommendations useful for your brand.
Coca Cola's purified water, Lifewtr, combines both a health-conscious beverage and
eye-catching aesthetics. While Lifewtr offers undifferentiated benefits when compared to
other products on the market, Lifewtr is quickly passing other brands in sales.
Collaboration with international artists have led the brand to creating innovative
packaging.
The quality of product is important to these consumers, but so is the design. New
movement towards aesthetic-heavy packaging matches a changing attitude as
consumers place more value on visual cues, visual communication, and other semiotic
constructs.
This evolution of the consumer decision making process and buying rational requires
brands to analyze their design and adjust accordingly. The following redesigns reflect
Generation Z' and younger Millennials’ desire for "edgy" design, their relationship with
evolving technology and connection to 90's nostalgia.
The change from referring to the product as "club soda" to "sparkling water" reflects
current beverage trends. Products like La Croix are popular among a wide consumer
base. Having consumers associate the familiarity of "sparkling water" to this product
might alleviate the concern in trying a new product.
*The following designs on pages 61-65 reflect current manufacturing dimensions of
Caffeinated Club.
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Logo Change Recommendation:
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Logo Change Recommendation:
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Logo Change Recommendation:
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Logo Change Recommendation:
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Website Updates:
Original:
Caffeinated Club® is the perfect choice for every caffeine lover at all hours of the day.
This unique beverage can easily transition from a simple morning alternative to coffee,
to a convenient midday pick-me-up, to a light and refreshing alcohol mixer in the
evening. Without sugars, colors, artificial sweeteners, or calories, this is an appealing
alternative for health conscious individuals. To sum it up, “We make club soda fun!”
As a busy, health conscious individual, Rocky Mosele, Founder of Chicago based,
Rocky’s Beverages LLC, saw the need for a beverage that was as convenient as a soft
drink that contains caffeine without the strong taste, sugar, chemicals, or calories. It was
clear to Rocky that there is a need for a healthier alternative. People worldwide drink
caffeinated beverages throughout their day, they seek out coffee, soft drinks, and
energy drinks in order to achieve the lift they need.
Recognizing the need for a beverage that transcends the highly flavored, sweetened,
and limiting genres available Rocky conceived the idea of a club soda with caffeine.
Starting with a great idea and a wealth of experience, he fine-tuned his selection of
flavors with the help of close friends and family.
New:
Recognizing the need for a beverage that transcends the highly flavored, sweetened,
and limiting genres available Rocky Mosele, Founder of Rocky’s Beverages LLC,
conceived the idea of a club soda with caffeine. Starting with a great idea and a wealth
of experience, he fine-tuned his selection of flavors with the help of close friends and
family.
Caffeinated Club® is the perfect choice for every caffeine lover at all hours of the day.
This unique beverage can easily transition from a simple morning alternative to coffee,
to a convenient midday pick-me-up, to a light refreshing alcohol mixer in the evening.
Without sugars, colors, artificial sweeteners, or even calories; this product is a healthier
alternative to all other caffeinated beverages on the market. Caffeinated Club is
available in six wonderful flavors; Clear, Watermelon, Orange-Grapefruit, Raspberry,
Lemon, and Ginger Beer. “We make club soda fun!”—Rocky Mosele.
Rocky’s Beverages LLC, is a local Chicago based company with a reach into Los
Angeles, CA.
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Website Updates:
Caffeinated Club Product Descriptions Revised:
Orange-Grapefruit: A citrusy twist on a classic beverage with a little pick-me-up caffeine
without sugar, artificial sweeteners, or even calories.
Lemon: A crisp twist of lemon with a touch of caffeine are the only things added to this
club soda, because it has zero sugar, zero calories, and zero artificial sweeteners.
Raspberry: A tangy tantalizing flavor of raspberry with a bit of caffeine are added to this
club soda so that the bumbles aren’t the only thing dancing on your tongue. The
sweeter part is that it has no sugar, artificial sweeteners, or even calories.
Watermelon: A sweet juicy summer watermelon flavor added to a club soda with a little
pick me up that is also guilt free with no sugar, artificial sweeteners, or calories.
Ginger Beer: A non-alcoholic caffeine-free Ginger Beer made in the United States with
pure cane sugar, natural flavors, no artificial colors, and 50 fewer calories than the
leading brand. This ginger beer is also a good light mixer for Moscow Mules.
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Social Media Changes:
After reviewing Caffeinated Club’s social platforms we saw positives, negatives and
impacting potential. As a high energy based company, we thought the utilization of
writing, color imagery and engagement were on target with your audience. We suggest
taking advantage of the sleek bottle and creating more of an aesthetic to your variety of
platforms. This connecting aesthetic will translate as an easier flow of content across
the board.
Influencer Recommendations:
We researched your follower base and many of them are prominent bloggers within the
Instagram community. We urge Caffeinated Club to reach out to these people and
integrate communications, possibly recruiting influencers; @nikiaphoenix (29.2K)
@ryanjayphoto (14.4k) @evalina.bradley (30.1K) –remember these people follow you!
We wanted to conclude with a final suggestion of deleting your Tumblr account. This is
a simple fault we see that can be easily corrected and adds to social media
professionalism.
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Influencer Example Post:
The following posts are what future influencer posts could look like on Caffeinated
Club’s social media platforms. This strategy could get more millennial consumers on
board with Caffeinated Club.
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Student Influencer Example Post:
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Final Remarks_________________________________________________________
We would like to thank Caffeinated Club for the opportunity to work with the brand and
create an engaging, experiential event. We believe that the event successfully created
brand awareness for the target audience and increased social media engagement and
reach for the brand overall.

